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Problem Statement

With the COVID-19 pandemic hitting the world and causing difficulties and affecting 

mankind, social distancing norms would be followed for a while. While companies like 

Amazon and Flipkart are ensuring contactless delivery, but it still involves humans 

delivering the orders and there is a risk of contracting the disease. Apart from that, the 

delayed deliveries due to traffic congestion by delivery trucks also leads to emission of 

greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and pose a threat in the upcoming future. To solve 

this issue, our solution involves a complete drone delivery system, where the goods from 

being picked up to being delivered by the drones ensuring contact free home deliveries 

and lowering traffic congestion and cutting down labour costs as well.



















Tries all ways
Dijkstra

Best Fit
A-Star

Route Optimization for Drones

The best and optimal path search algorithm 
being developed A star will be used.

Conditions for optimality
1. Admissibility
2. Consistency

Advantages -
The A* algorithm is complete, optimal and  
optimally efficient among all such 
algorithms.
Applications
1. Complex network routing
2. A.I. Path Finding

Visual comparison of Dijkstra and A-star

Simulation for delivery



A* SEARCH ALGORITHM FOR OPTIMAL ROUTE SELECTION 





https://docs.google.com/file/d/1cqp6lDicM3wn43jalt1MCl_JAk_6Iwe7/preview












How drone delivery can be a game 
changer?
● Making impulse buys more effective than ever

● Will help in generating revenues of local and small enterprises

● Cost effective and will require manpower only for operations

● Workers will be less vulnerable to contraction of virus

● Improving accessibility in remote areas



Competitors
There’s a huge untapped market in India for using drones and logistics and can be coming up 

with the cost effective solution

1. UPS Flight Forward: Conducted more than 1500 commercial flights and has tied up with 

university of Utah and CVS to look for new and innovative ways to profit from the 

technology.

2. Alphabet Wing: Commenced limited commercial flight operations in Australia with over 

70,000 test flights and 3,000 successful deliveries

3. Amazon Prime Air: Currently at the stage of obtaining certifications from the authorities 

but one should not undermine them. With the financial resources Amazon has, it would 

be wrong to count the company out of the fight.



Social Impact

● Looking at recent situation of COVID19 Pandemic maintaining social 

distancing is of paramount importance and neglecting it can cost a 

great price 

● Improving feasibility of B2C delivery to remote areas will help in 

expansion of business in the market 

● Not only its a cost saving solution  but also it'll help in deduction of 

employee cost in supply chain and logistics
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